New from Duke

**Gerald Gray's Wife and Lily: A Novel**

**Susan Petigru King**

Introduction by Jane H. Pease and William H. Pease

Set in her native Charleston and its surrounding plantations, Susan Petigru King's novels explore the social life and sexual politics of South Carolina's privileged antebellum elite. The republication of these long-neglected novels will introduce contemporary readers to the imaginative power of an important southern American writer.

"What makes King's writing so striking . . . is that she wrote from the inside, but from the perspective of an outsider. . . . Where so many women's authors struggled to close the gap between morals and manners, and thus discover their femininity, King speaks from the gap—often angry, always knowingly. . . . She articulates many of the key social and moral struggles that marked the experience of upper class southern women."—Steven M. Stowe, Indiana University

408 pages,
paper $18.95, 
library cloth edition $49.95
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Celestina’s Brood
Continuities of the Baroque in Spanish and Latin American Literature
Roberto González Echevarría
“Celestina’s Brood is a profound study of the continuity of Hispanic literature.”—Harold Bloom, Yale University
296 pages, 7 illustrations, paper $17.95, library cloth edition $45.00

Shards of Love
Exile and the Origins of the Lyric
María Rosa Menocal
“A brilliant book, exhibiting far-ranging comparativist expertise.”—Samuel G. Armistead, University of California, Davis
304 pages, paper $18.95, library cloth edition $49.95
January 1994

The Worlds of Petrarch
Giuseppe Mazzotta
“Broadly informative in the material he handles and acutely original in his exegesis, Mazzotta is . . . brilliant in his methodological strategy.”—Giovanni Sinicropi, University of Connecticut
208 pages, paper $15.95, library cloth edition $35.00
Duke Monographs in Medieval & Renaissance Studies #14
Duke University Press  Box 90660
Durham, NC  27708-0660

Signs of Borges
Sylvia Molloy
Translated by Oscar Montero
“For the quality and originality of its insights, it is the best book on Borges known to me in any language, a book all serious students of Borges should come to terms with.”—James Irby, Princeton University
168 pages, paper $15.95, library cloth edition $32.50

Post-Contemporary Interventions